Propel Students Toward Confident
Independent Reading
Scholastic Guided Reading Programs support students on their path to independent
reading by providing a research-based, scaffolded instructional approach to help
students interpret, build fluency and comprehend as they read at their own level.

Diverse Text Types For Real Life Application
The Text Types Collection of the Guided Reading Program features
•

26 reading levels from A to Z

•

Wide range of text types and genres to support literacy during small-group
differentiated instruction

•

Specially adapted for teachers of English Language Learners, the Teacher’s Guide
contains guidelines and resources for placement and monitoring.

•

Teaching cards that identify portions of text within a book to help
teach an essential comprehension skill—making instruction easily doable

•

Focus on key comprehension strategies that students can apply
to independent reading
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A valuable peacock ring.

A mysterious brother-sister duo.

This play book includes:
Complete play script

Tips for staging
How to perform with
groups
Gruffalo Play activities
The Gruffalo Song
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In 1946, six brilliant young women programmed the first allelectronic computer, the ENIAC, as part of a secret World
War II project. They learned how to program without
any programming languages or tools. (None existed!)
This is a story about the founding of technologies
we cannot live without today—and the story of six
amazing young women everyone should know.
You should meet the women who launched the
computer age!
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